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WHY MOLI
Meet Moli, the ultimate choice for resin bound surfacing
projects. Find out why you should trust Moli to transform
your driveway, path or patio.
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MOLI’S STORY

Our journey in the resin bound industry started over a decade ago when
it was only just beginning to gain popularity. We soon discovered that the
industry was lacking in terms of reliability and quality workmanship.
Therefore, we made it our mission to ensure homeowners were receiving resin
bound products and installation of the highest quality.
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To do this, we started a resin bound production and installation company that
thrives on providing first-class workmanship from start to finish.
From perfect patios to dream driveways, we offer bespoke resin bound
surfacing that comes in 24 different colour blends and gives homeowners an
option to transform their outdoor space into a functional and beautiful space
to spend time in.
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WHY CHOOSE US
Choosing Moli for your resin driveway, patio, or pathway is the best decision you could make.
Our products are renowned across the UK and are second to none, and our customers have come to expect a level of quality that they will
not get elsewhere.

Market Leaders

10-year Guarantee

UK Made

HICS Accredited

Best Installation

Finance Available

Not only do we utilise the latest innovations in the resin bound and resin
bonded industries, but we also have over a decade of experience behind
us.

Our supplier serves the UK’s top resin products to their network of
contractors, supporting business closer to home.

We are an approved company to install top quality aggregates & resin
through stringent assessed procedures.

Quality Materials

All our resin surfaces are superior in quality to others on the market,
so you can expect a hard-wearing, incredibly stylish, and high-quality
finished product.

Get your free quote today |

T: 0300 303 0048

E: sales@moli.co.uk

For your peace of mind and so you can feel confident in the quality of your new
resin surface, it comes guaranteed for 10 years.

As a member of the Home Improvement Consumer Protection Scheme (HICS),
we offer insurance-backed guarantees, giving you additional protection for your
resin surface.

To spread out the cost of your resin driveway, patio, or pathway, take advantage
of our competitive finance options.

Customer Service

Customer service is at the heart of everything we do. We pride ourselves on
providing the best service for our customers every step of the way.

Visit: www.moli.co.uk

Moli Group Ltd. is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority FRN 939283. We act as a credit broker not a lender and offer finance from a panel of lenders.
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OUR GUARANTEE
We know how important quality, confidence and peace of mind is to you. Due to full confidence in
the performance of our resin, we offer a lifetime colour guarantee.
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Ensure peace of mind when you choose a resin that offers zero degradation in colour over the years.
Our lifetime colour guarantee stops you from worrying about colour changes to your driveway,
pathway or patio over the years.
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Peace of mind

*

Certificate
We will issue you the lifetime colour guarantee certificate so you always have it available. It is an
automated certication produced upon completion and sent to you digitally. You can also request a
printed copy sent by post.
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Free
Our guarantee comes as standard to all installations and does not cost a thing. Enjoy the benefits of
our lifetime colour guarantee completely free of charge and rest assured that your driveway, path or
patio won’t change colour.

*Lifetime Colour Guarantee T&Cs: This guarantee is to certify that we can offer the full level of certification for zero degradation of the colour
in the product we install, applicable to Resin Bound UVR Pro only. Resin Bound UVR Pro must be installed in accordance with quality standards
and specifications. Colour damage or staining caused by dirt, debris, chemicals, solvents, fuels or anything external to Resin Bound UVR Pro,
is not covered. This guarantee covers only the polyurethane UV stable resin and does not cover mineralogical variations in the aggregates,
(including rust spotting), in the stone which may change the cosmetic appearance of the aggregate. Our guarantee does not cover surface
changes due to natural weathering. Aftercare and maintenance of the resin bound surface should be followed thoroughly. This guarantee does
not cover the workmanship and the installation of your resin bound system. The guarantee is subject to our standard terms and conditions of
sale found on our Moli website www.moli.co.uk. This guarantee is non-transferable. The lifespan of our Resin Bound UVR Pro is 15 years.
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BESPOKE DESIGNS
Add the ultimate kerb appeal
Here at Moli, we want to help you design your
own individual style to your home and grounds,
using the colour palettes we have, but creating a
bespoke finished product.
For each project we undertake, we colour match
your home or are guided by the colour of your
choice.
We can add individual finishing touches that are
as unique as you.
From our range of edgings, colour created
patterns or even your house number written into
your drive, you will find our customer service
and attention to detail is second to none.

“
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Choosing Moli for our driveway project was the best
decision. They completed the work quickly and kept us
updated and informed throughout the whole process.
Our new driveway looks fantastic and we’ve been
receiving many compliments not only from friends and
family but from strangers as well.
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MOLI MAKEOVER
Jazz up your outdoor space!
If you’re looking to freshen up your driveway, patio
or garden paths without a full excavation, then Moli
makeover is the way to go.
Provided you have a sound base such as tarmac or
concrete, it may be possible to install a resin bound
surface on top of it. This will not only rejuvenate the
outdoor space but will also help you save money on the
project.
Compared with the resin installation where the base
is replaced, the makeover project is tidier and can be
completed in as little as two days.
You will still enjoy the same benefits of resin bound
surfacing including slip resistance, a touch of colour,
quality materials, UV resistance and easy maintenance.
To see if your property qualifies for the makeover, get in
touch with us.
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WHY RESIN
Resin bound surface has many benefits and is a popular
choice among homeowners. Let’s dig deeper why that is.
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WHY RESIN BOUND
The stylish solution for any property
A resin driveway is the perfect way to create a stylish transition from the street, instantly adding that wow factor to your home.
No matter how big or small your driveway is, the resin bound surface is guaranteed to make a big impact. It requires minimal
maintenance and thanks to its permeable features, you can say goodbye to puddles. Now that’s what we call drainage!

Base (binder course)
- Permeable concrete or
- AC14 permeable tarmac,
depending on region

Sub base
- Frost resistant MOT Type 3
100 - 250mm dependant
on the application

Sub grade
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All laid in well compacted layers

Anti slip
- 0.5mm crushed glass, casted
Surface course
- 18mm permeable resin bound
gravel, subject to survey
- Resin mix subject to specification

MOLI MODERN LIVING

Water permeable

Eco friendly

UV resistant

Quality materials
Bespoke to you

A touch of colour

More reasons to choose a resin driveway
Ultra-durable, easy to maintain and available in a smart finish to suit your
home, why wouldn’t you want a resin driveway added to your property?
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D R E A M D R I V E WAY S

Be the envy of your neighbours
Resin surfacing from Moli could be the touch of class that you need for your
property to stand out and draw the eyes of those around the neighbourhood.
Available in a diverse range of colour finishes (pages 26-31), no matter
how unique your tastes, when you opt for resin surfacing, it’s easy to find
something to suit them.
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Finishes are created by creatively mixing a selection of stones that have been
sourced from some of the UK’s leading quarries, resulting in rich and textured
blends that add tons of character and depth.
Stick with a single finish or combine with others, creating a design that is
chosen by you but installed bespoke to your home by us.
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P E R F E C T PAT I O S

A space for family, entertaining, unwinding
Resin patios are the perfect way to get more from your outside space. A
stylish area to sit and soak up the sun alone or with guests, a resin bound
patio from Moli might be just what your garden needs to bring everything
together.
A resin patio can house your perfect outdoor entertainment area, or maybe

you’ve become fed up with the ongoing maintenance required with a lawn,
so you’re looking for a low maintenance but attractive alternative.
With its design coming tailored to your exact requirements by a member
of Moli’s esteemed installation network, whether your requirements are
practical, aesthetical or both, a resin patio from Moli can fulfil them all.
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P R I S T I N E PAT H S

With our bespoke resin walkways
A resin walkway could be the finishing touch that your property needs.
Create that beautiful transition from the street to your home, an attractive
pathway to guide you and any guests around your back garden, and much
more.
If your garden is home to an array of stunning flower beds, define them with
a resin walkway and bring them to life, all whilst keeping foot traffic away

from the lawn.
For those who love to be creative with their outdoor space, the bespoke
nature of a walkway from Moli means it can tie in perfectly with any grand
design plans you might have. So, why not walk towards a great impression
today?
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COLOURS
Whether you are a fan of modern or classic tones, you
are sure to be spoilt for choice when it comes to our
colour palette.
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N AT U R A L
A warm welcome home
Brown, tan, and beige hues are warm and inviting, but they also complement the exterior of most properties extremely well. So, it’s
no wonder these earthy tones are extremely popular with our customers.

Majestic

Tuscan

All images used are for illustrative purposes only, colours may vary.
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Jurassic

Cornfield

A PALETTE TO SUIT YOUR LIFE

TRADITIONAL
Journey to the past
Classic colours to suit heritage properties and others that offer a glimpse into the past, our
traditional resin finishes are the perfect solution for adding style and sophistication.

Mocca

Gold

All images used are for illustrative purposes only, colours may vary.

Nordic

Classic
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MODERN
Glamour and glitz with a contemporary twist
Within our selection of modern finishes, you can create that wow effect with fresh greys, sleek silvers, and glimpses of rich, dark
tones. As grey and silver are neutral, whatever the design and layout of the surrounding area, they never look out of place.

Azure

Slate

All images used are for illustrative purposes only, colours may vary.
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Comet

Argent
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CONTEMPORARY
Freshen up your home
Sleek and stylish, this collection of finishes blends in perfectly with modern surroundings. For more
traditional properties in need of some modernisation, you can find suitable options within this
diverse blend of high-quality stones too.

Winter

Coal

Haze

Shimmer

All images used are for illustrative purposes only, colours may vary.
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URBAN
Evoke those city vibes
The Urban collection is home to a diverse mix of reds, browns and beiges, warmer hues that make any property feel instantly more
inviting whist adding plenty of depth and character.

Sunset

Harvest

All images used are for illustrative purposes only, colours may vary.
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Autumn

Glow
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BOLD
Help your home to stand out
Not for the fainthearted, our bold finish options are perfect for any home where it’s necessary
to make an impression. Great for defining different features in a garden too, many utilise these
darker hues as a border for their resin patio, pathway or driveway.

Midnight

Lava

Moltan

Royale

All images used are for illustrative purposes only, colours may vary.
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SUPPORTING HTFC
Moli is the official associate
partner of Huddersfield Town
Football Club.

Get your free quote today

T: 0300 303 0048 E: sales@moli.co.uk Visit: www.moli.co.uk

Visit our showroom: Unit 7 The Ringway Centre, Beck Road, Huddersfield, HD1 5DG
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